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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D b e a domain in IRN, let m G N, suppose that X = X(tt) and Y = Y(ft) 
are Banach function spaces in the sense of Luxemburg (see [14] and Section 2 below 
for details), and let VVm = VVm(X, Y) be the abstract Sobolev space consisting of 
all / G X such that for all multi-indices a of length m, the distributional derivative 
Daf belongs to Y. Furnished with the norm 
/ _ * II/IIH,,.. : = | |/ | | x + ||V
m/||y 
where | |V m / | | y := ]T | | o a / | | y , Wm is a Banach space. The main object of this 
\a\ = m 
paper is to obtain useful sufficient conditions for the validity of the inequality of 
Poincare type 
(1.1) IMU < K{\F(u)\ + | |V m n| |y} , ueWm. 
Here F is a functional satisfying the conditions: 
(Fl) F is continuous; 
(F2) F(Xu) = XF(u) for all A > 0; 
(F3) F(u) = 0 => u = Oif u belongs to a suitable subspace of £?m-i H VVm, where 
£?m-i is the class of polynomials in UN of degree at most m — 1. 
* Supported in part by Science and Engineering Research Council, Grant Number 
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Our methods will also occasionally apply (see Remark 4.2 below) to the derivation 
of the Friedrichs-type inequality 
(1-2) \\u\\x < K\\V
mu\\ү. 
In particular it is shown as a special case of Theorem 4.1 below (see Remark 4.1) that 
if there is a Banach function space Z such that Wm(X,Y) is compactly embedded 
in Z and Wm(Z,Y) is continuously embedded in X, then (1.1) holds. The proof of 
Theorem 4.1 is quite straightforward, and we believe that its nature is made more 
transparent as a result of presentation in the context of Banach function spaces. 
Despite the simplicity of the proof, the results are surprisingly effective and we 
demonstrate this by means of a variety of concrete examples of inequalities of type 
(1.1) or (1.2) in the setting of weighted Sobolev spaces; so far as we are aware, these 
examples are new. It should be emphasized that there is no assumption t h a t the 
natura l embedding J of Wm(X, Y) in X is compact and indeed in a number of the 
examples given J is not compact. Should J be compact, then of course it is possible 
to give a more direct proof of inequalities of type (1.1) than by invoking the full 
machinery of Theorem 4.L (For completeness this case is given in Corollary 4.1 
below.) 
Inequalities of Poincare type are of great importance in the theory of partial dif-
ferential equations; general information about them and their use may be found, for 
example, in the books Edmunds-Evans [7], Kufner-John-Fucik [13], Necas [17] and 
Ziemer [20]. Of the many papers which have been written about such inequalities 
in recent years we mention especially [10] and [11]: in these a connection was es-
tablished (following earlier work by Amick [1]) between these inequalities and the 
measure of non-compactness A of the embedding J. We mention that in many cases 
A is simply the distance between J and the subspace of compact linear maps from 
W71l(X,Y) to X. What emerged was that under appropriate restrictions, (1.1) held 
if, and only if, A < 1. In a typical situation, if A = 0 then J is compact and the 
Poincare inequality holds. In contrast to this work the present paper provides a route 
to (1.1) which is independent of the measure of non-compactness of the embedding 
map: instead of trying to prove that A < 1, we search for a space Z which has the 
properties mentioned earlier. Both approaches have their merits, and of course the 
connection between A and (1.1) is a striking one, but we contend that the simplicity 
of Theorem 4.1 and the ease by which a suitable Z may be found in diverse and 
interesting situations makes it highly applicable. 
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It is perhaps also worthwhile to point out here that under some mild restrictions 
it is known that inequality (1.1) has the equivalent forms: 
(1.3) | | u - L ( u ) | U ^ ^ i | | V m u | | y , 
(1.4) inf | | u - p | | x < / i ' 2 | | V
m u | | y . 
Here L is a projection from VVm(K, Y) to ^ m - i . An exhaustive list of such equiva-
lent inequalities may be found in [11, Theorem 4.6]. Any of (1.1), (1.3) or (1.4) will 
be called a generalized Poincare inequality; they are extensions of certain classical 
inequalities due to Poincare. A typical example is 
í u- \tt\~1 f u ^ K ( í |Vu 
JQ JQ \Jn 
q/p 
\p ' 
for all u in the classical Sobolev space VV1,p(ft), when p € [1, N), q £ [p,P*], P* = 
Np/(N — p), ft is a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary and |ft| := vol(ft). 
Ideas and notation relating to Banach function and abstract Sobolev spaces will 
be developed in Section 2. Section 3 summarizes an important body of recently-
developed theory which links inequalities like (1.1) and (1.2) to a measure of non-
compactness of a certain embedding which naturally corresponds to the inequality. 
Sufficient conditions for Poincare-type inequalities (Theorem 4.1) are presented in 
Section 4. In Section 5 we use this result to obtain a Poincare inequality (Theorem 
5.1) in UN with radial weights. The final section consists of other applications and 
illustrations of the main theorems in weighted Sobolev spaces. In the authors' opinion 
the last two sections form the core of the paper. Several of the examples appear to 
be both new and of theoretical interest in their own right; in one (Theorem 6.1) it 
has been possible to produce a higher-order Poincare inequality which complements 
some results of Edmunds and Hurri [8] under very weak smoothness conditions on 
the boundary. 
2. T H E BANACH FUNCTION SPACE SETTING 
We turn now to the task of outlining the essential function-space-theoretic ideas 
with which we shall work throughout the paper. Let {Qn} be a fixed sequence of 
bounded domains satisfying 
(2.1) nn C Hn C ftn+i C ft for each n e N. 
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We suppose that the boundary dftn of each fln is in C
0,1 (i.e., dfln can be locally 
described by functions satisfying a Lipschitz condition [13, Section 5.5.6]) and that 
oo 
(2.2) n = (J nn. 
7 1 = 1 
For each n G N we set Qn = 0 \ Qn. Let M(fi) denote the set of complex-valued 
Lebesgue measurable functions on ft. Following Luxemburg [14] a Banach function 
space X = X(Vt) = (X(Cl), || • ||x(Q))> where X(Q.) C M(tt), is a normed linear space 
satisfying the following axioms: 
(BFl) / G X(Q) if, and only if, | | / | | x ( n ) < oo. 
(BF2) | |/ | |X(n) = 0 if, and only if, / = 0 a.e. on fi. 
(BF3) | |/ |U(«) = | | | / | | | x ( n ) for all / € X{Sl). 
(BF4) Given any n G N, there is a constant Cn = Cn(X) such that for all / G X(Q,), 
f \f(x)\dx^Cn\\f\\xm. 
(BF5) For all n G N, the characteristic function xnn £ X(tt). 
(BF6) If f,g G M(n) and 0 ^ / (x) ^ g(x) a.e. on fi, then ||/ | |X(n) < llglU(Q). 
(BF7) X is complete. 
A brief discussion of the elementary properties of Banach function spaces is given in 
[10]. More thorough treatments may be found in [2] and [14]. In particular (because 
of (BFl), (BF5) and (BF6)) it turns out that Cg°(Q) C X(Q) and that the spaces 
X(fln) = (K (n n ) , | | • XftJIx) defined by restricting the functions / G X(Q) to Qn 
are themselves Banach function spaces. 
Now let X and Y be Banach function spaces. These give rise to the abstract 
Sobolev space Wm(X, Y) of order m which is defined in the following manner: We 
say that a := ( a i , . . . , o .# ) G NQ , (N0 = MU {0}) is a multi-index of dimension 
At 
N. Let the symbol |a| stand for its length, that is J2a{. Denote the set of all 
I 
multi-indices of dimension jV and length not exceeding m by M(N,m). By (BF4) 
any / G X is locally integrable. Hence given any a G ^(N,m) it follows that the 
distributional derivative 
Q\«\f 
Da f •= 
J ' dxai... dxT' 
exists. Accordingly let 
Wrn(X,Y) := { / E l : Daf G Y for |a| = m} 
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and equip this space with the norm 
\w-{x,Y) := H/IU + HV
m/||y 
where by | |Vmf | |y we mean ^ | |D a / | | y . By an argument similar to that of 
|a|=m 
Lemma 4.1 of [10] it can be shown that Wm(X, Y) is a Banach space. Since CQ°(SI) C 
Wm(X,Y) it is also useful—by analogy with ordinary Sobolev space theory—to 
define the closed subspace JV0
m = W0
m(X, Y) as the closure of Cg°(n) in TVm(X, Y); 
in general, Wm(X,Y) is a proper subspace of Wm(X, Y). 
Example. Let W denote the class of positive a.e. measurable functions on UN or 
weights. Additionally let ^c(f i ) C W denote the class of weights which are bounded 
above and below by positive constants on each compact set Q C SI. Note that this 
condition means that the members of Wc(Sl) may have singularities or degeneracies 
only on the boundary dS), of Q, and/or at oo if SI is unbounded. 
Given w € W and 1 < r < oo, we define the weighted Lr space Lr(Sl; w) with the 
norm 
\\u\\r,n,w'•= (J w(t)\u(t)\
r dt\ . 
It is routine to show that the properties (BF1)-(BF7) are satisfied if w~r lr (where r' 
is the conjugate index of r) and w are locally integrable. We shall assume throughout 
that both these properties hold for weights in W. (Note that this is automatic on 
Wc(Sl).) If X := L
q(Sl;v0) and Y := L
p(Sl;v1), U0,^i G W, 1 ^ p,q < oo, we can 
identify Wm(X, Y) with the weighted Sobolev space Wm '9 'p(fi; v0,v\) equipped with 
the norm 
IM|m,g,p,fi,t/0,t/i := l|w||9lfi,U0 + IIV^H^n,-,-. 
(If p — q we shall use the abbreviated notation ||w||m,p,n,v0,vi and W
m'p(Sl;vo,v\); 
also in the unweighted case where w = vo = v\ = 1 we shall write ||i/||r,f2, IMIm.g.p,^, 
i r M , p ( i l ) , etc) The corresponding Poincare inequality will have the form 
J v0\u\A \KI\F(U)\+(J vx\V
mu\A P\. 
R e m a r k 2 .1 . We also note that if F satisfies (Fl) we can recover a standard ex-
ample in the setting of weighted Sobolev spaces. To see this suppose U0 is integrable; 
then the functional F(u) := JQ v0u is in JV
m,g'p(ft;U0,L>i)*. This follows because 




> í / Vn\u\ ) í / V0
 % 
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by the Holder inequality. Clearly this choice of F also satisfies (F2) and (F3). For 
additional examples see [11, Example 4.3]. 
3 . POINCARE INEQUALITIES AND THE MEASURE OF NON-COMPACTNESS 
If X and Y are Banach function spaces such that X CY and the natural inclusion 
map J: X -» Y is continuous we say that X is embedded in Y and write X <-> Y; 
similarly if J is compact we say that X is compactly embedded in Y and write 
X *-><-> Y. 
The Poincare inequality (1.1) has recently been linked to a certain measure of 
non-compactness of the embedding 
Wm(X,Y)<-+X. 
In order to motivate our own ideas which are developed in the next section we 
sketch the main features of this approach here. Proofs and additional details as well 
as various generalizations may be found in [9], [10] and [11]. With reference to the 
nested chain of subdomains {f£n} of Q, satisfying the conditions (2.1) and (2.2), set 
Qn = n \ Qn and define 
An := sup | | i%HU-
Clearly 0 ^ -4n+i ^ An ^ 1; consequently the limit A := lim An exists and 
n—>-oo 
A e [0,1]. A similar definition applies if u E Wm(X)Y). The number A has many 
interesting properties: Suppose X, Y are Banach function spaces such that X c-+ Y. 
Let W := VVm(X, Y) and let Jif(W,X) and &(W,Y) denote respectively the set of 
compact and finite rank maps from IV to X, J the embedding map from IV to X, 
and /3(J) the ball measure of non-compactness of J (see [7, p. 12] for the definition 
of this concept). Then if the norm on X has a certain absolute continuity property 
(see [10, Remark 5.14(ii)]) we have that 
A = f3(J)= inf | | J - K | | = inf | | J - K | | . 
Kejr(Wx) Fe&(w,x)" 
In that case A = 0 if, and only if, 
VVm (K ,Y ) -+-+K . 
In the Hilbert space setting and in the particular case that VVm = VVm'2(f.!;Urj,^i) 
and Y = L2(Q.',v0), W
m may be identified with the Dirichlet form associated with a 
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symmetric differential or partial differential operator; in these circumstances A = 0 if, 
and only if, the underlying operator has discrete spectrum—equivalently the operator 
will have non-empty continuous spectrum if A > 0. (For an illustration of this point 
of view see Remark 6.1 below.) The connection of A with the Poincare inequality is 
given by the following result [11, Theorem 3.5]: 
Theorem 3.1 . Let F e (Wrn(X, Y))*, and suppose that the following conditions 
hold: 
(HI) (F3) holds on ^ m _ ! n W
rn(X,Y). 
(H2) For each neN, 
vVm(K(ftn),y(ftn)) -->--> x(nn). 
(H3) If 0 7- u e Pm-i fl X, there exists neN such that 
Ht-Xn-llx < N i x . 
Then the Poincare inequality (1.1) is valid on VVm(X, Y) if, and only if, A < 1. 
Remark 3.1. (H2) and (H3) hold automatically in the setting of weighted 
Sobolev spaces when the weights belong to Wc(tt); indeed (H2) may be seen to 
be the restatement of an ordinary Sobolev embedding theorem. (H3) is a natural 
technical condition, holding in any space with absolutely continuous norm. The pa-
pers [9], [10], [11] contain numerous special cases and alternate forms of Theorem 
3.1. Finally, concrete examples of Poincare and Friedrichs inequalities in weighted 
Sobolev spaces, Orlicz spaces or even anisotropic spaces are given in these papers. 
4. T H E SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
Our method of verifying the Poincare inequality in Wm(X, Y) or Wm(X, Y) rests 
Aie following result: 
Theorem 4 .1 . Let W signify either Wrn(X,Y) or W^(X,Y) and assume that 
F satisfies (Fl), (F2) on W and (F3) on 3*m-i n W. Suppose also that there exists 
a Banach function space Z such that 
(4.1) w ^ ^ Z 
and a (possibly nonlinear) functional G defined on W, continuous at 0 with respect 
to the norm 
INU.y ~ W z + ||Vm«||y, 
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and such that G(0) = 0. Then a sufficient condition for the validity of the Poincare 
inequality (1.1) on W is that the inequality 
(4.2) \Hx^K(\\u\\ZtY + \G(u)\) 
holds for all u G W. 
P r o o f . Assume (1.1) is not true. Then for each k G N there exists fk G W, 
fk ^ 0 such that 
IIMU^A:(|F(/fc)| + ||V
ro/fc||y). 
If we set Uk := fk/\\fk\\x, the homogeneity of the norms and of the functional F 
implies that the sequence {uk} satisfies the conditions 
(4.3) IKIU = 1, 
(4.4) F(uk) -> 0, 
(4.5) \\Vmuk\\Y->0 
as k —> oo. 
By (4.3) and (4.5), {uk} is a bounded set in VV; it follows from (4.1) that there 
is a subsequence {uk{} which is Cauchy in Z and therefore also (using (4.5)) with 
respect to || - \\Z,Y- By (4.2) and the definition of G, {uk{} is Cauchy in X and thus 
(by (4.5) again) Cauchy in W. Since W is complete, {uk{} converges to a limit u in 
W. If a is a multi-index in ^//(N,m) of length m, it follows that DocUki —> D
au in 
y . Then (4.5) and the uniqueness of limits imply that Dau = 0. Since this is true 
for any a, u is a polynomial pm-i of degree at most m — 1. From (4.3) we conclude 
that ||H||x = 1. However, F(u) = 0 by the continuity of F and (4.4). By (F3), u = 0 
which is a contradiction. • 
R e m a r k 4 .1 . In many applications G — 0 and the existence of the Poincare 
inequality on Wnx(X, Y) for F satisfying (F1)-(F3) reduces to the discovery of a 
Banach function space Z such that the pair of embeddings 
(4.6) i V m ( K , y ) - - > ^ z , 
(4.7) Wm(Z,Y) ^ X 
simultaneously hold; a similar statement is true for the Poincare inequality on 
W™(X,Y). 
If Wm(X,Y) embeds compactly in X, then the Poincare inequality is true. This 
may be seen as we have pointed out above by appeal to Theorem 3.1 and the fact 
that A = 0. Alternatively a direct argument which is equivalent to a special case of 
Theorem 4.1 can be given: 
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Corollary 4 .1. Assume that F satisfies (Fl), (F2) on W and (F3) on ^ m _ i n W 
where W = Wm(X,Y) or W0
m(X,Y), and that the embedding 
(4.8) W <->*-• X 
holds. Then the Poincare inequality (1.1) is satisfied on W. 
P r o o f . Taking G = 0 and X = Z, we see that (4.8) is equivalent to both (4.6) 
and (4.7) above. Hence the conclusion follows at once from Theorem 4.1. • 
Remark 4.2. Suppose <^m_i n W
m(X, Y) = {0} or ^ m _ i n W0
m(K, Y) = {0}. 
With F = 0, we find that the proof of Theorem 4A actually establishes the Friedrichs-
type inequality (1.2) on these spaces. 
Remark 4 .3. That shifting between W0
m(K, Y) and Wm(X, Y) in Theorem 4.1 
or Corollary 4.1 gives distinct results and in particular that Poincare or Friedrichs 
inequalities can be valid on one of the spaces Wm(X, Y), Wm(X, Y) but not on 
the other can be shown as follows: Let Q, = (0,oo) and vo = v\ = e~l. Clearly 
Pm-i € VVm'p(Q;vo,vi) for any m. Taking p = q = r, and f(t) = 1 in Theorem 3.1 
of [3], we arrive at the inequality 
(4.9) / e"V J )T < K ( / e~'MP + / e" V m ) l p l 
JQ UQ JQ J 
for j = 0, . . . , m — 1, which is valid on Wm>p(fi,;vo,vi). On the other hand the 
inequality 
r / r \ (m-.7)/m / /• \ j / m 
(4.10) / e-l\u^\p ^Ki( e - * H p ) f / e - V m ) l p ) 
can be established on CQ°(Q) (see [5, Example 2.2]). Suppose that pm_i G 
W™'p(tt;vo,vi), Pm-i i1 0. Then there exists a sequence {uk} of CQ° functions 
such that 
lim / e-^pm-i -uk\
p = 0 
k-+°° JQ 
and 
lim / e - V r T = 0. 
/c—•co 
f _--l-,(m)|P -
By (4.9) this implies that u^ —•> p m _ x in L
p(fJ;e - t). It follows that p m _i is in the 
domain of the inequality (4.10), which is impossible. Thus «^m_inVV(
m,p(fi; un, L>i) = 
{0}. In Example 6.2 below we show that the other hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are 
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satisfied on JV0
m,p(!rt;v0,vi). Taking F = 0 (cf. Remark 4.2), it follows that the 
inequality 
(4.11) [ e~l\u\p ^K [ e-l\u^\p 
Jn JQ 
is true on W™'p(Q',vo,vi); however (4.11) cannot hold on 1/Vm'p(ft; U0,^i) since (as 
we have just seen) ^ m _ i C JV
m. More generally, (F3) holding on ^ m _ i D IV
m is a 
necessary condition for the Poincare inequality (That the Poincare inequality is in 
fact valid with weights VQ = v\ = e~l will be shown in Example 6.2.) 
5. A POINCARE INEQUALITY IN UN FOR RADIAL WEIGHTS 
In this section we show how Theorem 4.1 can be applied to derive a Poincare 
inequality in the weighted Sobolev space setting in UN for a class of radial weights. 
Before stating the result it will be convenient to introduce some notation appropriate 
to the one-dimensional setting and to modify the class Wc: If I = (a, 6), —oo ^ a < 
b ^ oo, is an interval and v a weight on R, define the classes: 
AC%C(I) := {u: i^
m_1) is locally absolutely continuous on I}, 
9m'p(I;v) := {u 6 AC£C{I): J v\u
{m)\p < oo}, 
S7'p(I;v) ~{u£ 2m'p(I;v): lim u{j)(t) = 0, j = 0,... ,m - 1}, 
t—>a 
2>m'p(I;v) :={u& 2m'p(l;v): \imu{j)(t) = 0, j = 0,... ,m - 1}. 
t—tb 
Also let W^(^l) be the class of weights v G Wc(£l) satisfying the following condition: 
For every t G f i there exists S = S(t,v) > 0 such that for 5 G B(t,S) where B(t,S) is 
a ball of radius S and center t G RN the inequalities 
v(t) 
hold with positive constants C1.C2 which do not depend on t. 
We first require a Lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Let max{/V/ra, 1} ^ p, a < 00, the first inequality being sharp if 
m < N and let B = B(t,r) be a ball of radius r and center t G UN. Then there 
exists a constant K such that for u G JVm'9'p(H), 
(5.1) s u p | u ( S ) | < K { r - ^ | | u | | ( ? , B + r
m - N / p | | V m i I | | p , B } . 
seB 
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P r o o f . For B = B(Q, 1) this is a consequence of a s tandard Sobolev embed-
ding theorem, e.g. [13, §5.12] and Holder's inequality. The given inequality is then 
obtained by dilating B(0,1) to B(t,r). D 
T h e o r e m 5 . 1 . Let 17 = (R^ and 1 < N < p < oo. Let I = (0,oo) and assume 
that D0, v\ G ^ ? ( I ) support the one-dimensional Hardy inequality on I = (0, oo); 
(5.2) Jv0\u\
p ^ K JVl\u'\
p 
on ^ L '
p ( I ; D i ) or on ^p(I;vi). Letv{(t) := | * r
N + 1 v»( | * | ) , i = 0 , 1 . Further suppose 
that Do e LX(I), and that F satisfies ( F l ) , (F2) on W := WliP(il)Vo',vi) and (F3) 
on £?m-i n TV. Then fciie Poincare inequality 
(5.3) y D0|u|
p < K (\F(u)\p + y vx\Vu\
p\ 
holds on W. 
P r o o f . Let ro be a fixed positive number and assume tha t (5.2) holds on 
^ , p ( I ; D i ) . This is equivalent to the condition 
(5-4) sup | | ^ / p | | p , ( t , oo ) IK
1 / P IU(o ,e ) = C < oo 
t£(0,oo) 
which implies tha t 
SUP \\vl/P\\p,(t,oo)\\Vi1/P\\p>,(ro,t) < C < 00. 
te(r0,oo) 
Since Do is integrable on a right neighborhood of 0, we also get from (5.4) tha t 
SUP \\v1o/P\\p,(0,t)\\Vi
1/P\\p>,(t,rQ) < 0 0 . 
t€(0,r0) 
From these conditions, by considering Hardy's inequality separately on ^ ' p ( I i ; D i ) 
with Ii := (0,ro) and on i ^ ' p ( I 2 ; D i ) with I2 := ( r 0 , oc ) , we conclude tha t the 
inequality 
roo /*oo 
(5.5) / v0\u - u(r0)\
p <, K Vl\u'\* 
JO Jo 
is t rue for u G @1,p(I;vi). If (5.2) holds on £^ ' p ( I ;D i ) a similar argument will also 
give (5.5). In either case Minkowski's inequality and the integrability of D0 imply 
tha t the Poincare inequality 
(5.6) y°°DoMp ^K{l°°*'iKlp + I^Mr} 
holds on ^ 1 , p ( I ; D i ) and therefore also on JV1 , p(I ;Do,D i) . D 
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Next introduce the spherical coordinates r, ip where <p := (<pi,... ,<^yv-i) and 
Iv-2 
<p G F, F := [0, n]x [ ] [0,2ix], and let dA(</?) := s in^ - 2 (Di s in^"3 <p2 • • • sin <PN-2 X 
i=i 
d^id(D2 . . . dy?At_i, so that dV = r
N _ 1 drdA((D). Let w G V V 1 ' ^ ; U0,?i). If we 
set ix^(-) := u(-,ipi,... ,(/?/v_i) we see from the assumptions on ;̂o, Ui that Hv G 
VV1,p(I;Uo,^i) for almost every <p. 
Using (5.6) and the fact that \Vu\ ^ \du/dr\ we have 
/ vQ(t)\u(t)\* dt = [ /
00^;o(r)K(r)rdrdA((D) 
Jn JrJo 
< y /iT (y°° «i(r)K(r)^ dr + ^ ( r o ) ^ dA(<p) 
(5.7) ^ K U Ui(,)|V^(0|p d* -r \G(u)A 
where 
i/p 
:=[JK G(u):= / K(ro)|pdA(V) 
Below we will show that the functional G has the required continuity properties. 
Once this has been accomplished (5.7) will determine an inequality like (4.2), and 
consequently half of the work of applying Theorem 4.1 will have been done. Now, 
however, we turn our attention to the compact embedding (4.1). We are in fact going 







where w(t) := | £ | _ ; v + ^( |£ | ) , Bt := B(t, f(t)) and w, f are for the moment an unde-
fined weight and an appropriate positive function. These definitions are motivated 
by [3, Definition 2.1 and Remark 2.1]. (In [3] cubes are used instead of balls, but the 
difference is inessential; we also remark that the hypothesis p > N is fundamental in 
[3].) Further a consequence of [3, Theorem 4.1 and Remark 2.1] is that 
(5.8) W^^vo.vx) ^ ^ Lv(n;w) 
if 
(5.9) lim sup Hi (t) = lim sup Hi (t) = 0 
|t |->oo *->0 
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and 
(5.10) limsupI?2(č) < oo, lim sup I?2 (£) < oo. 
|í|->oo i-K) 
We define 
if s > 1, 
w(s) = < 
5 
Іf 0 < S < 1. 
k vo(s)'1 +v1(s)~
1 
Then w is in W£(UN \ {0}). Let / * : UN -> R be defined by 
/ * ( 0 : = m i n { s u p { < J : C i ^ | | | ^ C2 for s E B(t,S) J , \t\, 1J 
where Ci, C2 are the constants in the definition of the class W£(UN \ {0}). The 
assumptions on Uo stnd v\ also imply that Uo and v\ are in ^^(IR^ \ {0}). Proceeding 
as before we construct h0, fy1 and set 
f(t):=mm{U(t),hQ(t),fdl(t)}; 
The function / is positive and bounded. To apply the machinery of [3] therefore it 
is sufficient to note first that because of the properties of / , 
^ ) = 0(RTT)'
 Mt) = °{w+-i) forN"00' 
-Ri(*) = 0( | t | ) , R2(t) = 0(|*|) for t -> 0, 
and hence both (5.9) and (5A0) hold. Thus the embedding (5.8) follows immediately 
from [3, Theorem 4.1]. 
We next (cf. Lemma 5.1) can establish the interpolation inequality 
(5.11) K ( r 0 ) | < K [J \Ufp(r)\ dr + J | < ( r ) | dr J 
where J is the interval [ro,r0 + 1]. Applying Holder's inequality to (5.11) and ex-
tending the range of integration on the right-hand side to the whole interval we 
obtain 
(5.12) 
{ / roo \ 1/p / /.00 \ l / p , | 
(jf w{r)\Uip(r)ydr\ +U Wl(r)|«;(r)|"drJ \. 
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Integrating (5.12) with respect to the angular part of the measure, using the Holder 
inequality and transforming back into cartesian coordinates we have 
(5.13) \G(u)\ ^ Kx(r0) j (j w(t)\u(t)\
pdt) \ (j vx{t)\Vu{t)\*&t\
 V \ , 
so that G is continuous at 0 with respect to W1,P(Q,; w, v\) norm. (A similar argument 
shows that G is continuous with respect to the W1,p(ft,;v0,vi) norm.) 
As previously noted (5.7) corresponds to (4.2). We have also derived (5.8) which 
corresponds to (4.1). The Poincare inequality (5.3) now follows by Theorem 4.L 
Remark 5.1. Suppose Q, = UN \ B(0,1) and the Hardy inequality (5.2) is sup-
ported by v0 and v\ on (1, co). If we repeat the proof of Theorem 5.1 we find that 
the Poincare inequality holds on ft provided that u E W1,p(tt;v0,vi). 
Remark 5.2. The estimate (5.13) claims more than the continuity of G. In fact, 
(5.13) is an Lp-estimate for traces of functions from W1,p(Q;w,vi) on the sphere of 
radius To centered at the origin. Inserting this estimate in (4.2) we can see that it is 
sufficient to use Theorem 4.1 with G = 0 (cf. Remark 4.1). 
6. EXAMPLES 
The following list is not comprehensive but is intended to illustrate how Theorem 
4.1 or Corollary 4.1 (the compact embedding case) can lead to new results which 
might be difficult to prove otherwise. In all examples we assume without explicit 
mention that F satisfies (Fl), (F2) on Wm or W0
m, and (F3) on ^ m _ ! n FV
m or 
0*m-\ H TVm as the context dictates. 
6 .1 . Let ft = (a,oo), a > 0, 1 <^p,q < oo, v0(t) =V, vx(t) = t
a, X = Lq(Q;v0), 
Y = Lp(£l;vi) and Z = Lr(Q;w), 1 ^ r < oo where w(t) = t*3 and /3 is to be 
determined. 
Case 1: \^p^q^r <oo. Assume 
(6.1) a = (p/q)(l + mq + 1) - 1, 
(6.2) 7 < - l - ( m - l ) < T 
In [3, Theorem 3.1(i)] take N = g = h = rf = £' = 0i = 02 = 1, r? = £ = oo and 
f(t) = t6 where 
a/p - 7/g 
o := —. 
ra+ \/q - \/p 
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Note that (6.1) implies that 6 = 1. Then according to [3, Examples 3.1, 3.5 and 
Theorem 3.2], the embedding W(X,Y) ^ Z holds if, and only if, 
(6.3) (P/r)(m - 1/p + 1/q) ^ (l/q)(m - 1/p + 1/r) + (a/p)(l/q - 1/r). 
Further by [3, Theorem 4.1-4.2 and Remark 4.3] the embedding is compact if, and 
only if, this inequality is strict. Next define 
m ~ l (± \i 
*W - E [±Zrr-^(a+) 
i=o l' 
and aoo \ 1/q 
t^gu(t)\*dt) . 
It is clear first of all that G is defined on Wm^^(ft; P, ta). 
Applying [4, Theorem 1.1-C] with M = t (also see [4, Example 4.2]), we obtain 
the Hardy inequality aoo \ i/q / /.oo \ 1 / P 
*>0)|'d*J ^K(p,q)^J ta\u^(t)\r>dtj 
on @™iP(£l;ta) if (6.1) and (6.2) are satisfied. Consequently given the definition of 
G we have, by Minkowski's and Hardy's inequalities, that aoo \ 1/<Z / /.oo \ l/q 
P\u\<) < ( J P\u-gu\"j +\G(u)\ 
/ pCG \ 1/P 
(6.5) ^K[ ta\uW\n +\G(u)\. 
Now the inequality (4.2) follows from (6.5). 
To apply Theorem 4.1 it remains to show that G is continuous at 0 on 
i y m ' r ' p ( l ] ; ^ , r ) . According to the definition of G(u), we do this by showing that 
+L of the mappings u \—•> «W)(o+), j = 0 , . . . , m - 1 , belongs to Wm>r>p(Q',tP,ta)*. 
~>y choosing Xj to be an appropriately smooth function with support on [a, c] C [a, oo) 
such that 
a\ f 1, if i = m — j — 1 ,., 
X{;](a)={ X{;](c) = 0fori = 0,...,m-1, 
[ 0, otherwise, 
repeatedly integrating by parts Ja XjU^
m\ and applying Holder's inequality, we can 




The conclusion follows from the fact that t is bounded away from 0 on finite right 
neighborhoods of a (note that we need a > 0). 
Case 2: l^q<p^r<oo. Applying [18, Theorem 10.11] to power weights we see 
that the Hardy inequality (6.4) holds on @™'p(Q;ta) if 
(6.6) h m < min < , 1 
holds. One can prove using [3, Theorem 4.1(i)] with f(t) = t that the embedding 
Wrn(X,Y) into Z exists and is compact if 
ß + i ^ . 
< mm 
Í7 + 1 a + 1 _ ì 
l q ' p m]' 
(The details of the argument follow from Example 3.5, Remark 2.1(i) and Remark 4.3 
of [3].) This can be arranged for suitable /3. The rest of the argument is exactly the 
same as in Case 1. 
In summary, when q ^ p, a = (p/q)('J + mq+ 1) — 1, 7 < — 1 — (m — 1)G, and (6.3) 
or when q < p and the condition (6.6) is satisfied, then the inequality 
/
oo \ p/q / />oo \ 
r\u\«) ^K(\F(U)\P + J t«\u^\p) 
holds on lVm '9 'p((a, 00); T , ta). 
If in Case 1 we take r = q and /3 = 7, strict inequality does not hold in (6.3). It 
follows that Wm(X, Y) is not compactly embedded into X; in other words we have 
produced an example where A G (0,1). 
The situation in Case 2 is different and requires a more complicated analysis. Since 
it is the prototype for arguments in later examples in this section we present it in 
some detail. For t ^ a, let Itj := (t,t + t
5) where S > 1. Then by Lemma 6.1 and 
taking N = 1, we obtain the interpolation inequality 
(6.7) \u(t)\<:K \t~s'q I f \u\A +-* ( m - 1 / p ) ( /" |H(m)|M I. 
If s E It s, then 
5 5-1 (6.8) U - ^ l + i 
We now put the weights VQ,V\ and w into (6.7): in the first integral of (6.7) we 
introduce the factor 1 = s 7s~ 7 and use (6.8) to bound s~7 in terms of a power of t; 
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a similar procedure is followed with respect to the second integral. If a, 7 ^ 0 this 
leads to the estimate 
(6.9) tp/q\u(t)\ 
<J K ) t(P-y-&)/q I I S7\u\q ) + t6{m-l/p)-a/p+f3/q ( f s«|u(m)|P
X 
By an argument which is a straightforward extension of the case W1,P(Q,; VQ, V\) <-»<-> 
C(fl;w) given in [6, Theorem 4.1, Example 5.3 and Remark 5.2] (6.9) yields a com-
pact embedding into C(Q.\tp/q) if 
f 7 + 5, 
(6.10) P < { 
[qa/p-S(mq-q/p). 
Specifically, let J denote the embedding of Wm>q>p(fl; r,ta) into C(fi; &lq) given by 
(6.9), and let Jn := xin ° J where In := [a,n] and n > a is a positive integer. Then 
(6.10) implies that lim ||J — Jn|| = 0. Since Vo^i € >^c(-^), standard Ascoli-type 
n—>-oo 
arguments show that each map Jn is compact. Therefore J is compact. 
Application of Holder's inequality then shows that C(Q; t^/q) embeds continuously 
intoL«(ft;i;o) if 7 - / ? < - ! • Thus Wm(X,Y) <-><-+ X if 
f 7 + * - l , 
(6.11) 7 < < 
[qa/p-S(mq-q/p) - 1. 
Since S > 1 the first inequality is satisfied for any 7. The argument is completed 
with the observation that if a, 7 satisfy (6.6) they also satisfy the second inequality 
of (6.11) for a S sufficiently close to 1. 
The case 7 ^ 0 and a < 0 is inconsistent with (6.6). 
Suppose 7 < 0 and a < 0. The same kind of analysis using (6.7) and (6.8) gives 
a compact embedding of Wm(X, Y) into X if 
U ( 7 + l ) - l , 
7 < < 
[S(qa/p- (mq-q/p)) - 1. 
The first inequality holds for any S > 1 if, and only if, 7 > — 1 and (6.6) implies the 
second inequality for a suitable S. 
The last possibility is 7 < 0, a ^ 0. Here we are led to the conditions 
( % + l ) - 1 , 
7 < < 
[qa/p-S(mq-q/p) - 1. 
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Again this requires that 7 > - 1 ; the second inequality will also hold if we choose 6 
close enough to 1. 
Summarizing, when q < p we have that WTn(X, Y) «--*<--•> X and thus A = 0 in all 
possibilities allowed by (6.6) if 7 > —1. Moreover, since &m-i H W
Tn(X, Y) = {0}, 
the Friedrichs inequality (1.2) is true (cf. Remark 4.2). 
R e m a r k 6.1 . Let us take ft, vo, v\ as in the previous example but let p = q = 
r = 2 and omit the condition 7 < — 1 — 2 ( r a - l ) . Hinton and Lewis [12] have shown 
that the spectrum of the minimal operator T0(M) (and therefore of any self-adjoint 
extension) on (a, 00) induced by the differential expression 
M(u) := *-0[(-l)m(rtt<m>) (m> + Fu] 
is discrete and bounded below if 
/3 < a - 2m, 
Let (5 = 7. If T a 7 is the Friedrichs extension corresponding to the form t[H,U] 
defined in L2(Q;V) as 
/ • 0 0 
t[u, v] := / (tau{m)v{m) + Puv) dí, 
we have that 
[Taju,u] ^ \\u\\liQiW. 
Since the domain of T a 7 is a core of the domain of t, it follows by Rellich's theorem 
[16, §24.5, Theorem 11] (and the fact that an embedding holds trivially) that 
VVm '2(f2;rVa) ^>^> L2(Q;P). 
The Poincare inequality (with A = 0) 
1°° r> | 2 ^ K l\F(u)\2 + j " £> ( m ) |2 j 
now is immediate from Corollary 4.L 
6.2. Let n = (0,oo), 1 ^ p ^ q < 00, v0(t) := e"
9Ct/p, Ui(£) := e~ct, c > 0, 
w(t) : = e - ^ , /? > OC/p, X = L
9(fi;v0). F = L
p(ft;Ui) and Z = L9(0;uj). Let au(r) 
be as in Example 6.1 with a = 0, and define 
/ roo \ l/<7 
G(u)=(jo e-"^\9u(t)\" dt) . 
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An argument similar to [4, Example 3.3] shows that the Hardy inequality 
aoo \ l/q / poo \ 1 / P 
e~qct/p\u(t)\q dt) ^K{ e-ct\u^(t)\pdt) 
is valid on !2>™'p(Q,;vi). As in (6.5) above this leads to the inequality 
/ roo \ i/q ( / /»oo \ I / P "| 
I e'qct/p\u(t)\q dt) ^KU e-ct\u^(t)\pdtj + | G ( u ) | L 
Application of [3, Theorem 4.1] (with f(t) = 1) shows that the embedding 
Wm^p(9.;e-qct/p,e-ct) <-><-> Lq(^;e~pt) 
is compact. By an argument similar to that in Example 6.1 one can verify that G is 
continuous on VVm '9 'p(ft;e-^ ,e~c t). Thus by Theorem 4.1 the Poincare inequality 
(1.1) follows. Use of [3, Theorem 4.2] shows that the embedding 
Wm'q'p{Sl',e-qct'p,e-ct) -> Lq(n;e~qct/p) 
is not compact so that here A G (0,1). 
6.3. Let 1 < N < p < oo, ft = RN, m = 1, v0(s) := s ^ - ^ l + s)
7 and vx(s) := 
sN~x(l + s)a, s G R where 7 < — N, a > p — N. We can verify from the assumptions 
on a, 7 that the Muckenhoupt condition 
a t \ l / P / /.oo \ 1/p' 
u 0 (s )ds j f / Ui(s)-
p'/pdsJ <oo 
holds. Therefore the Hardy inequality (5.2) is valid on I = (0, 00) for u G ^ ' P ( I ; v\). 
Also the reader may check that VQ G F1(0,oo), and f o ^ i € W£(I). Hence Theorem 
5 A may be applied to obtain the inequality 
/ (l + \t\V\u\p<^K{\F(u)\p+ J (l + M H V t i l ^ . 
JuN I JuN ) 
o u W
1,P(RN; vo, Ui). In view of Remark 5.1 we may also derive the inequality 
where ft = RN \ £(0,1), a and 7 are as above, and u G Wl>p(Vt; |t|7, \t\a). In 
either case application of Theorem 4.2, Remark 4.3, and Example 4.1 of [3] shows 
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that Wl*(Sl\ | i | 7 , \t\a) is not compactly embedded into Lp(ft; |t|7) and therefore A G 
(0,1). 
6.4. Let 1 < N < p < oo, ft = UN, m = 1, v0(s) = Ui(s) = s
N-le~^s, a > 0. 
By calculations which are similar to those in the previous example the reader may 
verify that v0,vi satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.L As a result, the inequality 
(fe~^\u\A P ^Ki\F(u)\+(f e - ^ ' | V u | p ) " 1 
holds on W^^e'^^e-^). An application of [3, Theorem 4.2] shows that the 
embedding VV0
m,p(n;e"7l*l,e"7l*l) <-> Lp(Q;e~^) is not compact so that again A G 
(0,1). 
Remark 6.2. Using the machinery of [3, Theorem 3.1] we can establish an ana-
log of the sum inequality (4.9) on W^^e'^^e'^) for N > 1. If a product 
inequality similar to (4.10) is true on the CQ° functions, the arguments of Remark 4.3 
would establish the Friedrichs inequality rather than the Poincare inequality in Ex-
ample 6.4. However, whether or not such an inequality is valid for N > 1 seems not 
to be known. 
Our last pair of examples for weighted Sobolev spaces in UN are really instances 
of Corollary 4.1 rather than Theorem 4.L However since they seem to us both new 
and interesting we include them. The analysis depends heavily on Lemma 6.1 and 
resembles the compactness arguments given in Case 2 of Example 6.L 
6.5. Let n = UN \ 5(0,1), v0(t) = |r|
7, vx(t) = \t\
a, where 7 > -N and 
(6 12) a/p-f/Q x 
{b'lZ) m + N/G-N/p' 
w(t) = \t\P, r(t) = \t\5, and let max{N/m, 1} ^ p, q < 00, the first inequality being 
sharp if m < N. Given t G ft we construct the ball Bt with radius r(t) and center at 
distance \t\ + r(t) from the origin and on the extension of the ray Or. Thus if s G Bt, 
then 
i < l f l < 1 + 2K0 
S r \t\-
Throughout we take S > 1 and introduce the weights w,v0 and Di into (5.1) in a 
manner similar to the compactness argument in Case 2 of Example 6.L Since the 
reasoning is exactly the same we just summarize the main features. 
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i / V 
If 7, a > 0 we obtain the inequality 
I^KOI ^ K^\t\^-^-NS^q( f \sP\u\A ' 
+ U\6(m-N/p)-a/p+/3/q f / | 5 |
a | V m u | P ) >. 
The embedding 
(6.13) Wm 'p(fi;u0 ,vi) -»-» L
q(Sl;v0) 
holds if 
f 7 + 1V((J-l), 
(6.14) 7 < < 
\q(a/p-S(m-N/p))-N. 
Since (5 > 1 the first inequality is satisfied. Since 7, a satisfy (6.12) the second 
inequality in (6,14) can be satisfied for some S > 1. 
If 7 < 0,a ^ 0, then proceeding as in Case 2 of Example 6.1 (cf. (6.8)), there 
exists the compact embedding (6.13) if 
f 6(7 + N)-N, 
(6.15) 7 < < 
[ q(<*/p - S(m - N/p)) - N. 
Since S > 1, the first inequality holds if 7 > — N. According to (6.12), the second 
inequality (6.15) is satisfied for some S > 1. 
If a < 0 then the second inequality in (6.14) and (6.15) has the form 
7 < Sq(a/p - (m - N/p)) - N. 
This yields that 7 < — 1V which is inconsistent with the first inequality in (6.15). 
Since 7 > - N , ^ m _ ! n W
m^p(Q] |£|7, |£|a) = {0}. 
Summarizing, if 7 > — TV, a ^ 0 and if the inequality (6.12) holds, then the 
Friedrichs inequality 
-A / r \ 1//p 
^ i w ) < # (^ itnvmu|") 
is true on Wm^v(Sl>, \t\^, |£|a). Furthermore the embedding of VVm'r?'p(n; |£|
7, \t\<*) 
into L^ft; |£|7) is compact and so A — 0. 
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6.6. Let ft be a bounded domain in RN having the following integrability property 
with respect to the distance function: 
(II) There is a number 0 < fx0 < N such that JQ d(t)~^° dt < oo. 
Suppose also that max{N /ra,l} ^ p,q < oo, the first inequality being sharp if 
m < N. Set v0(t) = d ( t ) \ vx(t) = d(t)
a, w(t) = d(tf, and r(t) = d(t)s where 
-Vo < 7 ^ 0, a ^ 0, /? G R and 0 < 5 < (7 + ^o)/(7 + N). In this case 
C^w1'") --><-> Lq(il;v0) 
if 7 > / 3 - / i 0 . 
Since S < 1, the ball B(t,d(t)s) may not be strictly contained in ft. We overcome 
this inconvenience by considering u € C0
X)(n). If s E B(t,d(t)s) n Q then 
(6.17) d(s) <d(t)+d(t)s. 
Thus d(s) < 2d(£)5 if d(t) < 1. Lemma 6.1, (6.17) and the assumptions on 7, a then 
yield the inequality 
1/9 
d ( 0 ^ / , | « ( í ) K - K ' | d ( 0 ( ~ 4 ( 7 + A r ) + W , ( / d(s)~<\u\«] 
^B(t,d(t)s)nn 
+ d(t)s(m-Nlp-alp)+(3'q ( / d ( s ) a |V m u | p ) 1. 
^B(t,d(t)<*)nf2 ' ' 
Pursuing the same arguments as before, we find that W™'q'p'(ft; d(t)y, d(t)a) embeds 
compactly into Lp(Q;d(t)y) if 
f (J(7 + jV)- / io , 
7 > < 
[ o"a(o;/p - (m - N/p)) - /in-
By the conditions on 6 and 7 both inequalities hold. Because the balls B(t,d(t)s) 
may overlap dft, there is no lower bound on d(s) in terms of d(t). Unfortunately, 
this means that in introducing weights into Lemma 6.1 according to the procedure 
described in Example 6.1 (see the paragraph following (6.8)) we are restricted to 
non-positive values of a, 7. 
It follows that the Poincare inequality (1.1) holds if Q, is a bounded domain satis-
fying (II) and a ^ 0 and — /i0 < 7 ^ 0. Since 
W™'q'p(Q;d(ty,d(t)a) <--><--> Lq(tt;d(ty) 
we have .4 = 0. 
What kind of domains _1 satisfy (II)? We show here that if the "Minkowski 
dimension" of dQ is less than N then (II) is true and vice versa. 
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Definition 6.1 . Let 0 < A ̂  N and r > 0. Then set: 
\(dft + B(o,r))nft\ 
M^(ðí ì ; r ) := 
rN-X 
M£(dft) := lim sup M^(dft;r) 
r-»0+ 
dimM,n(3íí) := inf{A: M^(dft) < oo}. 
The last of these quantities is called the Minkowski dimension of dft relative to ft. 
It is known and easy to show that dimM,n(dfl) ^ N. However this dimension need 
not be strictly less than N. There exist ft such that M^(dft) = oo for all A G (0, N). 
See [8, Remark 4.3 and the associated reference]. 
Recall now that a Whitney covering W of ft is a family of cubes Q each of edge 
length LQ = 2_fc, k G r\J and diameter DQ = LQ^/N such that the following three 
properties hold: 
« n = lj Q\ 
Q<E2B 
(ii) the interiors of distinct cubes are disjoint; 
(iii) 1 <: dist(Q,dft)/L>Q ^ 4 . 
It is known (Stein [19]) that such a covering exists for any bounded ft. Condition 
(iii) in particular means that there are fixed constants c\, c2 such that 
(6.18) ciLQ ^ d(s) ^ c2LQ 
for any s G Q; (we will abbreviate inequalities like (6.18) or d(s) ^ C2LQ by the 
notation d(s) « LQ or d(s) < LQ). Note that we can take in (6.18) c\ = y/N and 
c2 = 5\/N. 
Now let n(k) denote the number of cubes in Wk where 
Wk :={QeW: LQ = 2~
k} 
and k is a positive integer. The domain ft is said to satisfy a Whitney cube # -
condition if there is a continuous increasing function h: (0, oo) —> (0,oo) such that 
n(k) ^ h(k) for all k ^ ko ^ 1-
We use the following Lemma about Whitney cube #-conditions which is essentially 
that found in [15, Theorem 3.11] for the standard Minkowski dimension; however, 
the proof may be easily modified (also see [8, Lemma 2.2]). 
Lemma 6.1. Let ft be bounded and A G (0,N]. Then M^(dft) < 00 if, and 
only if, n(k) ^ K2Xk for all k ^ kQ where K and k0 are finite positive constants. 
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P r o o f . Assume that dim^o^dft) < A. Then there exist K,r0 > 0 such that 
(6A9) |(an + H(0, r)) n fi| < KrN~x 
for all r ^ r 0 . Take k G N, k ^ (log2)
_ 1 log(12\//V/r0) and set r = §\/N2~
k. Then 
2r ^ ro. According to de Guzman-type covering lemma (cf. for example [7, Theorem 
XI.5.3]) there exist points X\,..., xm G dSl and a positive constant C dependent only 
on dimension jN such that 
(6.20) dne [JB(xi,r), 




Every cube Q G Wk is contained in some of the balls B(xi, 2r), i — 1,. . . , ra. Indeed, 
given x G Q take y G dft such that d(x) = |~ — H|. By (6.20), H G B(xi,r) for some 
z = 1,. . . , ra. Using (6.18), for every z G Q we obtain that 
|~ - Xi\ ^\z-x\ + \x-y\ + \y- x{\ ^ \2\/N2~
k = 2r. 
Denote by rii(k) the number of cubes Q G Wk which are contained in B(xi,2r). 
Then, we use (6.19) and (6.21) to obtain 
m m 
n(fc) ^ ~l m(k) ^ ~l \B(Xi, 2r) n ft|/|Q| 
1 = 1 1 = 1 
^ C2Nk\(dn + B(0,2r)) n f i | 
^CR:(12\/.]V :)N-A2A*. 
The proof of the reversed implication can be made step by step as in the proof of 
Lemma (3.4) in [15]. • 
Proposition 6.1. Let ft C UN. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) dimM,n(0fi) < -V. 
(ii) There exists L^o > 0 such that J^ d(s)~^° < oo. 
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P r o o f . We show that (i) =J> (ii): Let W be a Whitney covering of ft and 
A = dimM,ft(df-0. Then 
f d{S)-»° = E / d(5)-"" = E ( E / ^r"
0 ) 
^ QeWJQ k=0 \Q62Ufc
,/<5 / 
« | ^ n ( f c ) 2 - / c 7 V ( 2 - / c ) - ^ | 
^ /c=0 ' 
V- i—n ' fc=0 
Since A < IV it is evident that the final sum is finite (and therefore (II) holds) for a 
suitable JJLQ < N — A. 
Next we consider (ii) => (i): Assume to the contrary that <X\mM,n{.dSl) = IV. Then 
according to the "only if" part of Lemma 6.2, n does not satisfy the Whitney cube 
#-condition with h(t) = K2xt for any K > 0 and A G (0, JV). Taking A = N - /x0, 
there exists a sequence of natural numbers kj = fcj(A) such that n(kj) > 2Xkj. Then 
« oo „ oo 
/ d(S)-"» = ~3 E / ^)-^>E
n(fc)(2"fc)_M0i«i 
^ ^ /c=0 Q G S U f c ^ fc=0 
oo 
^^n(fc i ) (2-






If we combine Proposition 6.1 and Example 6.6, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 6.1. Let max{7V/m, 1} ^ p, q < oo, the first inequality being sharp 
if m < N, let Q be bounded, dimM,Q(3n) = A < IV, X = L
q(Q;d(t)^), Y = 
Lp{n]d(t)a) where a ^ 0 and A - IV < 7 ^ 0. Then if F satisfies (Fl), (F2) on 
lV0
m(K,y) and (F3) on ̂ m _ i nVV0
m(K ,y), the Poincare inequality 




Remark 6.3. Theorem 6.1 should be compared with Edmunds and Hurri [8, 
Corollary 4.4] where it is shown that the Poincare inequality is true if p = q > IV, 
m = 1, F(u) = fQu/\ft\, the usual Minkowski dimension dimM(dtt) = A < IV, 
(A — IV)/2 < 7 < 0 , 0 < a < p — IV and Q satisfies the (^-quasihyperbolic boundary 
condition with cp(t) = ats, s = (N — A)/2(p — 1). Elsewhere in this paper however 
the authors show (Theorem 3.1) that their type of Poincare inequality holds for a, 
7 in certain ranges dependent on dimM(dQ) < IV; the inequality is even true for a 
positive 7 and negative a on _1 including those for which dimM(dtt) = N. In either 
case p need not satisfy any condition other than 1 ^ p < oo. 
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